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Moss: Using Coffee to Connect

USING COFFEE TO CONNECT
Christa (Geels, ’10) and Danny Longkumer
run Pilgrim’s Kitchen and Inn in
Savannakhet, Laos, where Pilgrim’s
Coffee is produced.

JAMIN VER VELDE (99)

NEWS

Looking for the best cup of coffee on Dordt’s campus? Stop by 55th Avenue Café
in Kuyper Apartments, where you can purchase a pour-over or a pound of Laotian
coffee beans, roasted and sourced by Dordt alumna-owned Pilgrim’s Coffee.

“We have a little bit of everything,” says
Danny—a bed and breakfast for travelers,
a café where local young people hang
out and sing karaoke at night. They
also own a roaster, where in 2018 they
roasted three tons of coffee beans.
The Longkumers’s interest in roasting
coffee began after they married in 2014.
“We love traveling, and purchasing coffee
takes us to different parts of Laos,” says
Danny. “We also found that our kitchen
went through a lot of coffee, and we
wanted to make sure we were serving
fresh-roasted coffee beans.”
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Fortunately for the Longkumers, Laos is
known for its great coffee. The country
was once one of the largest opiumproducing countries in the world, but
as opium has been eradicated, Laotian
farmers have started growing coffee.
Danny says that, although Laos does not
produce as much coffee as neighboring
Vietnam or India, the coffee beans they
grow taste great. He often has to travel

“55th Avenue Cafe also sells Pilgrim’s Coffee by the pound for students to make in their rooms,” says Tim
Klein, a business professor who directs the Business Club. “It’s a great tasting coffee.”

NON-NATIVES
Christa and Danny met through
mutual friends in Laos, although
neither are from Laos originally.
Danny grew up in Nagaland, a region
of India bordering Myanmar. Christa,
originally from Northwest Iowa,
majored in social work at Dordt; after
studying abroad in Honduras and
going on an AMOR trip to Nicaragua,
she developed a desire to live
overseas. She moved to Laos right
after graduation.

200 miles away, driving for six hours on
rough roads to reach coffee farmers.
Some farmers Christa and Danny work
with have never tasted their own coffee.
The Longkumers sell coffee at their inn, to
local businesses, and to friends.
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“One of our first growers got to taste his
own coffee for the first time after we
roasted it and brought a cup back for

him,” says Danny.
Some farmers switched from growing
opium to growing coffee beans without
any training.
“Many didn’t know how to grow coffee
properly,” says Danny. “So they would
just let the coffee plants grow until the
plants died.”
Over the years, the farmers have learned
the proper way to harvest beans,
stripping the beans from the tree and
then sorting them. This has resulted in a
higher yield in beans and more profit for
the farmers.
“My social work professors taught me
how to care for people, to love and help
them spiritually,” says Christa. She carried
that passion for helping others to Laos
and into the work that she and Danny do
at Pilgrim’s Kitchen and Inn.
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Christa and Danny sell most of the
three tons of coffee they roast in
Laos, but about 100 pounds ends
up at Dordt every year. Art Attema,
a professor emeritus of business,
started this connection; he had heard
about the Longkumers and Pilgrim’s
Coffee in Laos, so he contacted them
and mentioned that Dordt had two
coffee shops on campus that might be
interested in selling Pilgrim’s Coffee.
That was three years ago. Since
coming to campus, Pilgrim’s Coffee
has been a hit with coffee lovers.

FEATURES

WHEN
WEATHER
WARRANTS
A CAMPUS
CLOSURE
On January 29, Registrar Jim Bos (’85)
was sitting in his office on the third
floor of the Campus Center when he
saw an email from Chief
Administrative Officer
Howard Wilson hit his
inbox.

“We have gotten good feedback about
our pour-over coffee options—many
students appreciate the more flavorful
brew they get from freshly ground
beans,” says Bethany Van Eps, copresident of the Dordt Business Club,
which runs the 55th Avenue Café.

“Within seconds, I heard
students cheering in the
Jim Bos
Defender Grille,” says Bos.
“I didn’t need to read the email to know
what the cheering was about.”

“We are proud to be connected with
Dordt,” says Danny. “Through Pilgrim’s
Coffee, we are able to employ eight
people and give them economic
stability. We help farmers grow better
coffee. And Dordt’s partnership helps
us to make a big impact in people’s
lives.”

Wilson’s email to campus stated that,
based on the forecast of severe winter
weather with a risk of frostbite, Dordt
would be closed all day on Wednesday,
January 30. Wind chills were supposed
to drop as low as -40 degree Fahrenheit.
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Approximately 95 percent of Laotian coffee is
grown in the Bolaven Plateau, which is 800 to
1,300 meters above sea level.
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